Dear Aspirants,

Congratulations on exploring your learning options with MAHE!

**Manipal Institute of Technology** (MIT) Manipal, being one of the flagship institutions of MAHE, is all geared up for an exhilarating journey ahead with the incoming students of 2019.

Established in 1957, MIT, Manipal specializes in the fields of engineering, technology and innovation. Six decades of steady growth has seen MIT transform itself into an institution of global repute. Its well-established alumni network and highly effective placement activities have strengthened the institute credibility in the professional arena. Further, flexibility in terms of student mobility and research collaboration initiatives with top universities around the globe add to our strength. This year MIT Manipal is ranked 43 among all Engineering Colleges in India by the National Institute Ranking Framework (NIRF), Ministry of HRD, Govt of India (GOI).

We have **18 academic departments** which offer **undergraduate (UG)**, **post graduate (PG)**, and **doctoral degrees (PhD)**. With our vision **‘Excellence in Technical Education through Innovation and Team Work’** we aim to provide value-based quality education. Academic sustainability is ensured through globally recognized curriculum, competent faculty, and superior infrastructure.

MIT, Manipal offers holistic learning experience by providing emphasis on student-centric learning. The following are a few highlights of the unique learning ambience available at MIT, Manipal

- The MAHE Student Research Forum (MAHESRF)
- Innovation Centre
- Student projects
- Library, Sports Facilities
- Hostels
- Cultural, Sports and Technical Clubs
- College Fests ‘Revels’ and ‘Tech-Tatva’

You are invited to go through the following links for a detailed experience of what MIT has to offer:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Projects at MIT: Link 1, Link 2</th>
<th>Students Tech fest: TechTatva 2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Students Cultural Fest: Revels 2018</td>
<td>Proposed Events during October 2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

You can also directly contact the official MIT Student Media Team, *The Post*, for queries related to MIT activities and life by joining the **MIT Manipal Official Group for Freshers 2019** on Facebook.

MIT, Manipal has been nurturing the best of creative and innovative minds since its inception and has churned out global leaders. I **invite you to personally visit our campus at Manipal during your counseling round** to get a firsthand experience of mighty MIT and explore the innumerable opportunities!

Regards,

*Dr. D. Srikanth Rao*

Director, Manipal Institute of Technology (MIT), Manipal